Improvement in the measurement of focal length using spot patterns and spherical aberration.
Using an optical setup that includes a square array of 3×3 holes, we used nine meridional rays to measure the effective focal length of a lens. We observed the selected meridional rays as a spot pattern on a diffuse screen. First, we generated a regular square spot pattern (reference pattern) without a lens to test, and then we generated two spot patterns in two different axial positions when the lens being tested refracts the rays. By selecting two sets of four rays of each spot pattern, we were able to measure the difference of the longitudinal (primary) spherical aberration in two positions. With this difference we were able to improve the calculation of the effective focal length. To determine the method's precision, we first simulated the relative error in the effective focal length considering the error in the measurement of the ray heights. Then we determined the experimental relative error by means of the standard deviation of the focal lengths obtained for each spot (in the image of reference and for the images at the two different locations) for both sets of four spots. The experimental results agree very well with the simulation. The error analysis allows us to establish under what conditions it is possible to obtain relative errors of less than 1% in the effective focal length.